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3. Lay Summary
In this project, we built machine learning models to predict International Union of Pure and
Applied Chemistry (IUPAC)  chemical names from International Chemical Identifiers (InChI)
which encode molecular information for use in indexing and sorting datasets1. The models
were trained using newly curated inorganic chemical datasets totalling 1.2 million inorganic
molecules split into 3 ‘types’: Pure inorganic (70000 molecules), Inorganic organic mix
(900000 molecules) and organometallic molecules (80000 molecules). Using these larger
datasets we aim to improve on the 71% accuracy of the machine learning models by
Handsel et al2 for predicting IUPAC names from InChI’s specifically of inorganics. The best

models built for this project had a validation accuracy of 87.8% showing how the newly
curated datasets show great promise for this kind of work in the future.

4. Aims and Objectives

Currently, there are discrepancies between large chemical databases between inorganic 
structures (contained within MOL files) and chemical identifiers with the lowest observed 
consistency between MOL files and IUPAC names3. To improve on this, we aim to predict 
IUPAC names from InChI’s (rather than MOL files) compounds by training recurrent neural 

network models on large datasets of inorganic molecules. The main aim of this project was 
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to compile a large inorganic dataset (1.2 million inorganic molecules) from the available SDF 
files on the PubChem website4 for training these RNN models.  

We aim to verify that simple machine learning models trained on the larger specifically 
inorganic dataset in this project, can improve on the validation accuracy of the more 

complex models in the previous work by Handsel et al2 for inorganic molecules (71%).  The 
other way we can validate if these new models trained on the larger inorganic dataset are 
an improvement is to see if the new models can correctly predict 4 inorganic compounds 
that were noted in the work by Handsel et al as being predicted inaccurately. The IUPAC 
names for these compounds have been difficult for the previous machine learning models to 
predict. It is hoped that training the models on the larger inorganic datasets will solve this 
issue. 

If the machine learning models meet the targets above it will go a long way to show how 

these types of machine learning techniques when trained on the correct dataset can be used 
to solve the issues with discrepancies between large chemical datasets. 

5. Methodology
Curating the dataset- 
The first step for this project was to curate a large chemical dataset of inorganic molecules 
to train recurrent neural network (RNN) machine learning models specifically for predicting 
IUPAC names. This was done by downloading all 160 million Spatial Data Files (SDF)  
containing the chemical structure metadata for the molecules within the PubChem database4 
5. The Cheminformatics library, OpenBabel, for Python6 was used to convert the SDF files to
Simplified Molecular Input Line Entry System (SMILES) to allow the molecules to be
processed and obtain datasets contains types of inorganic molecules.

SMILES is one of the simplest ways to input chemical molecules. SMILES are important due 
to their integrations with large open-source cheminformatics libraries, OpenBabel7 is a 
notable mention. They provide a simple way for the user to input a molecule in order for the 
molecule’s information to be used within the library. Having SMILES strings present in 
datasets allow trained chemists to quickly identify the type of compounds within the dataset 
without explicitly seeing the molecule8 9. 

SMILES are particularly important to the curation of the inorganic dataset as they allow the 
user to use SMARTS queries. SMARTS queries were used in order to specify the substructure 

of the molecules using OpenBabel. For example, SMILES strings containing carbon-carbon 
(SMARTS query = [#6]~[#6])  or carbon-hydrogen (SMARTS query = [#6!H0]) were 
considered organic and outputted to a separate text file. Therefore, molecules that don’t 
pass these criteria are inorganic and are refined by further SMARTS queries until the 
molecule is categorised as either pure inorganic, inorganic organic mix or organometallic 
molecules. 

As mentioned above InChI’s or international chemical identifiers encode molecule 
information for use in indexing and sorting datasets10. Unlike SMILES InChI’s are not easy 

for humans to understand as they follow a more complex set of rules. Both InChI’s and 
reconnected InChI’s were calculated using OpenBabel from the SMILES examples shown in 
Figure 1 below. 
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Figure 1: A figure to show the difference between InChI's and reconnected InChI's11 

As the figure above shows reconnected InChI’s provides more information about how 

organic groups bond to metals as well as transition metal centres within molecules. It is 
therefore hoped that after enough training, the models using reconnected InChI’s as their 
input will see higher validation accuracies compared to using standard InChI’s as the input. 

The datasets are made up of SMILES, Standard InChI’s, Reconnected InChI’s and IUPAC 
names with an example from the Organic Inorganic Mix dataset is shown below: 

These 3 datasets totalled 1.2 million molecules varying in complexity and size. 

Building the models- 
Once the datasets had been curated recurrent neural network (RNN) models were built to 
predict IUPAC names from InChI’s. RNN models are a class of machine learning models that 
are very effective at predicting text12. The principles of a simple RNN model is outlined using 
Figure 2 below: 

Figure 2: Shows the architecture of a standard RNN mode13 
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Figure 3: A graphic to show the architecture of the RNN model 

In RNN models words (or characters in the case of this project) are the inputs however 
these need to be encoded into numbers or matrices before they can be understood by 
computers. For the model in figure 2, each word is assigned a unique number. For the 
model built in this project (shown in figure 3) each character in the input is one-hot encoded 
with by each character having a unique matrix the model can interpret.  
 
These encoded inputs are passed to a hidden layer shown in blue in figure 2 where the next 
word can be predicted. In traditional neural networks, these hidden layers have no memory 

and will simply predict the next word or character based on the previous word or character 
alone. The models for this project use RNN models in conjunction with long short term 
memory (LTSM) networks as these overcome the no memory issue with previous neural 
networks14. Using RNN LSTM models combines the ability of RNN’s to make predictions 
based on the structure of the sentence just before. For example, RNN’s could predict the 
word ‘green’ given the input ‘the grass is’. However, over longer character or sentence 
strings, this information can be lost. LSTM networks allow the model to retain the important 
information that would otherwise be lost. For example, if the input string begins with ‘I love 
Italian culture’ followed by a long block of text ending with ‘My favourite food to eat while 

in’ LSTM networks will retain the previous information about Italian culture and predict 
‘Italy’15. 
 
The prediction will be passed to the next layer. This layer is shown by the orange min/max 
vector in figure 2. The model will assign a probability to each character within the IUPAC 
name alphabet and will predict the character with the highest probability to be the next 
character in the sequence. For each character prediction, the model will compare its 
prediction to the correct character and a loss function will correct the model. The weights of 
the LSTM layers will be adjusted accordingly to make better predictions on the remaining 
epochs (the number of times the model is trained on the dataset). This process is repeated 

for the total number of epochs until the model is sufficiently trained. The final layer decodes 
the model output, put simply, this reverses the encoding process and outputs the predicted 
character. 

6. Results 
The models were then trained either using the standard or reconnected InChI’s, on each 
‘type’ of inorganic dataset. The results are in the form of validation accuracies (how well the 
model predicts a subset of data it is not trained on) and these are shown below: 
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Type of inorganic molecule Final validation accuracy Epoch 

Inorganic Organic Mix Standard-86% 
Reconnected-86% 

25 

Pure Inorganic  Standard-84% 

Reconnected-84% 

50 

Organometallic Standard-83% 
Reconnected-82% 

50 

 
As is shown above despite the lower number of epochs, the validation accuracy for 
predicting these inorganic compound IUPAC names from InChI’s of 84% (average) is higher 
than that of the work by Handsel et al of 71%. However interestingly the standard and 
reconnected InChI’s have displayed little difference in validation accuracy. This may be due 
to the small number of epochs. This means that the models do not have enough training to 

make use of the extra information provided by the reconnected InChIs.  
 
As shown by the organometallic results, the more complex nature of the reconnected 
InChI’s provides a slightly worse validation accuracy. This is despite reconnected InChI’s 
providing more information to this ‘type’ of inorganic compound. This is due the nature of 
the metal to organic group bonding in this ‘type’ of inorganic compound. 
 
These models were then tested by predicting IUPAC names from InChI’s for Inorganic 
compounds inaccurately predicted by the previous models trained on the more generalized 

dataset in the previous work. The results are shown below: 
 

Expected name Most accurate prediction Training dataset that 
provided the most 
accurate prediction 

bis[(1,2,3,4,5-η)-
cyclopentadienyl]iron 

bis(triphenylphosphane) 
chromium 

Organometallic 
Reconnected 

hexaamminecobalt(III) chloride triammonium 
hexachlororutheniumdiuide 

Inorganic Reconnected 

bromo(methyl)magnesium bromo(ethyl)mercury Organometallic InChi 

butyllithium pentan-2-yl lithium InorganicOrganicMix 
InChi 

  
None of the models could correctly predict the expected IUPAC names though this may be 

expected due to the models limited training (small number of epochs). They do show the 
expected naming structures. For example, butyllithium was predicted to be pentan-2-yl 
lithium. Though the organic fragment is incorrect, the structure of the name shows how the 
model has learned the correct naming structure for IUPAC names when predicted from the 
InChI’s. 
 
Finally, the RNN model was trained on a dataset containing all of the ‘types’ of inorganic 
molecules (Inorganic Organic Mix, Pure Inorganic and Organometallic) used previously. This 
was to see if given enough training time the broader models could accurately predict the 4 

difficult to predict IUPAC names from the previous work. The models were trained until 
there were 3 consecutive epochs without improvement and the model was deemed to be 
optimized for this architecture. The table below shows validation accuracy of the models 
trained on either Reconnected or Standard InChI’s: 
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Type of inorganic molecule Final validation accuracy Epoch 

All ‘types’ of inorganic molecules Standard-86.9% 
Reconnected-87.8% 

Standard-77 
Reconnected-95 

As expected, when the models were trained to their maximum optimization given the 
dataset, the model trained using Reconnected InChI’s had a higher validation accuracy and 

was required to train for a larger number of epochs, when compared to the model trained 
on the standard InChI’s. This was due to the extra information contained within the 
reconnected InChI’s and their more complex nature. The predictions using these models are 
shown below: 
 

Expected name Reconnected InChI 
prediction 

Standard InChI 
prediction 

bis[(1,2,3,4,5-η)-
cyclopentadienyl]iron 

bis(triphenylphosphane) iron bis(triphenylphosphane) 
iron 

hexaamminecobalt(III) chloride trichlorochromium hexahydrate cobalt tetrahydrate 
trichloride 

bromo(methyl)magnesium mercury hydrochloride mercury hydrobromide 
chloride 

butyllithium but-2-en-1-yl lithium butan-1-yl lithium 

 
Asides from the bromo(methyl)magnesium where the prediction became more inaccurate. 

Overall, the model trained on the broader dataset made similar predictions when compared 
to the best dataset-specific model. This shows how using the dataset containing all ‘types’ of 
inorganic molecules creates more generalizable models.  

7. Conclusions & Future Work 
Overall, a large dataset of inorganic molecules has been compiled in this work. Along with 
this, a similar and much larger organic dataset was procured by the same method. The 
inorganic dataset has proved a very effective set of data to train machine learning models. 
It is hoped that these datasets will provide a good grounding to train more complex models 

involving InChI’s and IUPAC Names. 
 
In future work, building machine learning models with more complex architecture such as 
transformer models could be used to improve the predictions and validation accuracy of the 
results. 
 
Overall, as expected, the models trained on the broader purely inorganic datasets have high 
validation accuracies. This demonstrates, that despite the relativity simple architecture of 
the model, the datasets curated in this project provide an excellent grounding for training 

models of this type. 

8. Outputs, Data & Software Links 
 
The inorganic dataset as well as the RNN model are available at 
https://github.com/ta1u18/Curating-a-chemical-dataset-to-train-recurrent-neural-network-
models-to-predict-IUPAC-names. 

https://github.com/ta1u18/Curating-a-chemical-dataset-to-train-recurrent-neural-network-models-to-predict-IUPAC-names
https://github.com/ta1u18/Curating-a-chemical-dataset-to-train-recurrent-neural-network-models-to-predict-IUPAC-names
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